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Insurance in New Zealand Book – Thomson. Employer's Liability at Common Law — Employer's Liability under Employers. 2340 Anglo-Australian S. N. Co. v. 2707 V. New Zealand Shipping Co. Tort Law: Text, Cases, and Materials - Google Books Result Insurance law nzinsurancelaw Coverage: Contains cases relating to accident compensation between 1986 to date. Coverage: Provides Australian, New Zealand and Pacific law journals, and selected Date range: Index: 1975- Full text: 1999- Updated monthly. the following CCH loose-leaf services: Australian and New Zealand insurance reporter, Insurance law guru opens up on NZ text - Insurance business Required texts, recommended texts and references in particular are likely to change. This subject examines the key rules and principles of Australian insurance law. Explanation of the significance of the case for insurance law in Australia Clear CCH, Australian and New Zealand Insurance Reporter looseleaf, and Case Law Legislation Exclusive Case Digest Legal Encyclopedia. Dec 10, 2013. The Law of Liability Insurance is an Australian text produced by two Australian authors. within a framework of historic and modern English cases. Anyone familiar with CCH's Australia and New Zealand Insurance Law